At the end of 20 th century,
Introduction
The first Jews settled in the land of North America in the middle of 17 th century, to become the most influential and best organized community in USA today. Almost every major American city has its local "Jewish Federation" or other forms of organizations and many have sophisticated community centres which provide services, mainly health-care related, raising sums of money in order to use them for philanthropic and humanitarian causes in the world, especially in North America and Israel. Politically, most of Jewish community was leftist and pro-democratic party oriented. Currently, in 2014, there were 27 Representative and 12 Senators at American legislature.
The history of the American Jewish Community's involvement in American politics started in the aftermath of Civil War, with Simon Wolf, a Washington lawyer who became one of Ulysses S. Grant's closest advisers and others at state administration. This period, the late 19 th century, was indicator of needed reforms into Jewish community in order to face the challenges and political engagements in a more centralized American _____________________________ Iliria International Review -2015/1 © Felix-Verlag, Holzkirchen, Germany and Iliria College, Pristina, Kosovo highly interrelated as well as roots and consequences of immigrants in USA, were analyzed by Yakushko. 8 "Understanding xenophobia can be a critical step in the direction of reducing and even someday eliminating prejudice against immigrants in the United States", stated Yakushko.
Jewish and Albanians
Research on the situation in the Balkans requires further study and verification, especially after the Cold War. The impact of U.S. foreign policy in the matter of stopping the violence between Albanians and Serbs before, during and after the war and humanitarian intervention by the international community, led by the U.S. is a marvellous phenomenon. Americans with a Jewish origin had a great impact. At the time of the tragic events of Albanians, when more than half of them experienced expulsion from their land as a result of selfishness and short-sightedness of Serbian politics, freedom-loving Western world led by the U.S., came to the aid of suffering Albanian people in the Balkans.
Historically, among the first intellectuals that raised and protested on the issue of Albanian suffering from Serbian tendencies on expanding their territory was Hebraic writer Leo Freundlich,(1875 -1953 , whom in 1913 wrote the book "Accusation Records". In German publication, Albaniens Golgotha: Anklageakten gegen die Vernichter des Albanervolkes: Gesammelt und Herausgegeben, (Albanian Golgotha: Albania's Golgotha: Indictment of the Exterminators of the Albanian People (Collected and edited), Leo Freundlich, presented the Albanian Golgotha during 1912-15, when Serbs massacred and expulsed around five hundred thousand (500.000) Albanians from Albanian settled territories. 9 The writing is a protest on a genocide exercised by the Serbian chauvinist policy against the oldest people in the Balkans. 10 According to pro-Serbian daily politics, Freundlich writings were taken as Austro-Hungarian propaganda pamphlets against Serbia. 11 Leaders of different levels of the most powerful country in the world, the USA, were personalities of the people who had suffered greatly, especially during World War II, the Jews. They did not humiliate by the voices that NATO intervention gave the opportunity to Milosevic and pretext "to drive the Kosovars from their homeland" 12 , but they never questioned themselves "why people from other parts of Serbia proper and Monte Negro, also bombed at the same time, did not expel from their homes? I do not claim that this article gives an absolute conclusion on pro intervention policy or pro Albanian sentiments by all Jews, because I am aware that there are cases of dissenting opposite or neutral. 13 By analyzing the actions and commitment of Jewish individuals who had held high positions in the U.S. administration, individuals and political academics, there is a special dedication of this category of people against Serbian policies that practiced against the vulnerable population in Kosovo, especially the ethnic cleansing of Albanians from Kosovo. These leaders, in support of the people of Kosovo, are guided by the principle of American liberal democracy but also the basics of Judaism in general. " The servant leader satisfies this motivation by listening and understanding, practicing acceptance and empathy, and focusing on being aware and perceptive of others needs, wants, and desires." 14 Efforts of Diaspora to support the country of origin is known in the world and is natural occurrence, but when a Diaspora community (Jewish) from another country (USA) react on injustice treatment towards another nationality (Kosovo Albanians) in facing difficult moments of its existence, it is not a frequent case. This made the U.S. Jewish community altruistic in support of Kosovo Albanians. What made this perfectly organized community in the U.S., with different culture and other religious affiliations from the people of Kosovo to support them in tendencies of extermination? What were the factors and drivers that made them influence the policy of most powerful state in the world in support of Albanians? These are some of the answers that this article aims to illuminate.
My approach will be based on various observations, especially how the community had great influence on decision making in American foreign policy in regards to their Jewish state, Israel? This issue has a special explanation and is associated with policies and strategies that prevail in relations between the countries of the western Mediterranean region and globally.
Decade of protection of the local Kosovo people and ethnic cleansing by Serbian regime
In the period when the United Nations had declared 15 The International Decade of the World's Indigenous People, wars in Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina (1992) were at their culmination. Kosovo was attempting to postpone as much as possible its involvement in an unbalanced war with Serbian (Yugoslav) Army and police forces. The Kosovo leader Ibrahim Rugova's strategy, of combination of international sensibilisation of Kosovo case, organizing the Kosovo institutions apart from Serbian ones, and maturing conditions for war helped in preservation of human substance in Kosovo. Further, behaviour of Serbian police in Croatia and Bosnia served to internationals as a reference. In those circumstances and challenges created by Serbian hegemonistic policy, the international diplomatic community (still in favour of united Yugoslavia) had not positioned the Kosovo issue high on the agenda, treating it as violation of human rights. In Kosovo, the Albanians as indigenous 16 or at least a nation that populated the territory before the arrival of the Serbs in these lands (7 th century) 17 , experienced all kinds of violence by the Belgrade regime, structural and physical, expulsion from their lands, eventhough the Albanians had shown a decade of peaceful engagement, 18 and were aimed at equality with other nations in ex Yugoslavia, as third most numerous community after the Serbs and Croats.
To the action of the state of Serbia against Kosovo Albanians, Jewish community had special access and anti tendencies, as were those by the U.S. According to principle of Tikkun Olam, the obligation to repair the world…it is an identifiable cause for Jewish political behaviour. 19 This community is known as one of the most active and best represented in decision-making in American domestic and foreign policy. 
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What prompted this community, besides humanism, which other nations also possess but not the same as they did on the issue of Kosovo, to react almost with accorded voice? Before analyzing the nature of this reaction, I will testify the activity of the Hebrews, those who held senior positions in the U.S. administration, former officials, writers, publicists, diplomats, military officers, politicians...I am aware that many other names will be left outside the paper. Jews were the main spokesmen in the involvement of the U.S. and NATO in the Balkan conflict as voice of concern about developments in the region. 21
Senior U.S. Jewish statesmen and Kosovo
During the war in Kosovo, the highest ranked official in the U.S. administration was Madeleine Albright, Secretary of State, responsible for U.S. foreign policy, nominated by President William Clinton in 1996, passed by the Senate without a dissenting vote. She was born to Jewish parents, her father was a diplomat from the former Czechoslovakia. Her father, serving as Ambassador in Belgrade, did not allow his daughter to study in a communist school and sends her to Switzerland. Once the world entered into the Cold War and their country fell under Soviet influence, her father was forced to resign from the position of ambassador and was appointed in an office at the United Nations, which opened an opportunity to seek a political asylum and begins work as a professor at the University of Denver in Colorado.
With background of education at Georgetown, Johns Hopkins and Columbia University, M. Albright started her diplomatic career as U.S. Ambassador to the UN. She was very critical on the work of UN, especially with the case of Rwanda 22 , and sometimes her own cabinet, and Colin Powell 's reluctance regarding the use of arms, saying "what serves army for when it cannot be used." 23 She used to be the first issue at the brink, during and after the war. Regarding the wars in former Yugoslavia, Rubin blamed Serbian leader considering it "not as a problem but as part of problem," 27 adding that "the humanitarian intervention in Kosovo presents his proudest moment in the U.S. government, and that Kosovo is the only case where the international community succeeded in preventing genocide". 28 Samuel Berger was national security adviser to President Clinton in the period 1997-2001, among others he connected with the bombing campaign in the former Yugoslavia. He was determined pressuring the Serb forces to accept NATO's terms. In an interview three days after the bombing starts, he talks to expand the space and targets that will be attacked, "we are not just targeting defence system and command…, but the Serbian security forces and the so-called MUP police forces which were an instrument of repression in Kosovo". 29 Although at first was sceptical about the bombing, Berger insisted on "the development of a sustainable campaign and the intent to convince Milosevic that the total cost to continue his fight is not worth the price he is paying and that it is growing every night." 30 Robert Gelbard, another U.S. diplomat of a Jewish origin, who served as ambassador to Bolivia and Indonesia. In between these duties he was appointed as a special envoy for the Balkans by President Clinton. He had numerous meetings with the leadership of Kosovo and Serbia in periods of dramatic developments on the brink of war. He was known for his position on Kosovo Liberation Army, KLA 31 as terrorist organization, such attitude of the administration changed with time, to partner in the victory against Milosevic. His views regarding the completion and settlement of the Kosovo issue within the former Yugoslavia, but it would be democratic and 27 U.S. Department of Daily Press Briefing (2002) 33 He was the only member of the U.S. Congress who had survived the Holocaust. In 1990, along with Joseph DioGuardi, he had visited Kosovo to closely follow the situation of severe deprivation of 1974 autonomy. Shortly before his death he states that "Kosovo will soon be independent and that it is unrealistic to remain part of Serbia" 34 . Unfortunately, a week before the Kosovo declaration of independence, he dies on February 11, 2008. Eliot Engel, is among the members of the U.S. Congress who had paid attention to Kosovo during the 90's, dedicated to the issue of independence and building democracy in Kosovo. He continues to be involved with organized civil society in the U.S. to support the further steps regarding Kosovo. He comes from a Jewish family emigrated from Russia.
Benjamin Gilman was one of the pioneers of the movement for respect of human rights in the world, by trying to ban the violations of repressive regimes 35 . In opening testimony before the House International Relations Committee of the U.S. Congress, in the wake of the NATO intervention, Gilman introduced the denial of basic rights of Kosovars as "employment, education and even health care ", which eventually prompted some to _____________________________ Iliria International Review -2015/1 © Felix-Verlag, Holzkirchen, Germany and Iliria College, Pristina, Kosovo "grasp weapons and fight against oppression and die for their rights rather than live under the yoke of tyranny." 36 Eliot Cohen, a member of the Project for the New American Century, was a signatory of the letter to President Clinton, published in The New York Times in order to advocate for intervention in Kosovo. Cohen is a professor at John Hopkins University and has served as advisor to the State Department at the time of Secretary Rice. Morton Halperin, is a supporter and signatory of the above-mentioned letter addressed to President Clinton. He is one of the prominent American experts on foreign policy and had served in the administrations of Presidents Johnson, Nixon and Clinton, at Harvard University and now advisor to the Open Society Institute founded by George Soros.
Morton Abramowitz, in his analysis regarding Kosovo had a clear perception on its future, especially after Kosovo entered the period of the tragic events of violence against Albanians. He was the first in the list of participants who addressed the letter to Clinton sensibilising the difficult situation in Kosovo. He was occasionally critical of the government's work in Kosovo, especially the corruption phenomena. According to him, Kosovo " seems to be an independent pro-Western, but its government is riddled with corruption and consumed by people and moral support from the West." 37 He is a career diplomat, served as ambassador to Thailand and Turkey. He studied at Harvard University.
Paul Wolfowitz, was among those who signed the letter to President Clinton. He has served as President of the World Bank, Deputy State Secretary of Defence, Ambassador to Indonesia, and dean professor at John Hopkins University.
Elliott Abrams is a senior fellow of foreign policy and has served as a diplomat in the administrations of Presidents Reagan and George W. Bush. He works as a professor of foreign policy at Georgetown University. Also, he was supportive of the letter stated. Nobel laureate Elie Wiesel, Auschwitz 's survivors, did visit the concentration camps of fled Kosovo Albanians in Macedonia and Albania. He transmits to President Clinton all the experiences Albanians suffered by Serbian forces, "I no longer know what hurt us more: the children's laughter or their parents' tears. As for their tormentors, you try to understand: how could human beings cause such agony to other human beings? Is this the lesson of our outgoing century: that it is humane to be inhumane?" 38 He strongly supported the NATO intervention saying that "if we see governments that are doing something, we as individuals do something " 39 in terms of stopping the horrors of Milosevic.
Hyman Bookbinder, Deborah Dwork, Anna Cohen,... and a large number of Jewish personalities have reacted against the systematic violation of human rights in Kosovo and have opposed the inhumane policy of the Serb leadership in the late twentieth century exerted against Albanians in Kosovo. This list of people with such behaviour could be even longer, and even someone who has not supported the same attitude 40 of the community towards Kosovo.
Sources of such American Jewish approach on Kosovo emergency
This community followed the trends of change in the new order of aunipolar world. The rules in the new world order were defined by the United States, to which loyal and influential Jewish community took part in framing the, and not only, US foreign policy.
Support by the American Jewish to NATO intervention in Kosovo has nothing to do with any particular perception of sympathy or hate for the Albanians, respectively Serbs. At first, they were against the domestic _____________________________ Iliria International Review -2015/1 © Felix-Verlag, Holzkirchen, Germany and Iliria College, Pristina, Kosovo politics of the Serbian regime chosen for resolving the issue of Kosovo, the policy of refusal of everything Albanian except land where they live, and which they had experienced during rejection of their Jewish identity during World War II.
Second, Jews considered identification of the expulsion of Albanians from their lands, as similar with anti-Semitism, of course, smaller but similar to Jewish exodus.
Third, although in a few articles, mainly publications after the fall of communism in Albania regarding the rescue of Jews in Albania, the data on this sympathy and gratitude for the sacrifice shown by the community for their protection during WW II in Albania has a significant effect on to imposing of this policy. Johanna Jutta Neumann shows best when she says:"we survived due to the courage, friendship and hospitality of the Albanian people " 41 . " Albanians were fantastic, after the war there were even more Jews than before it" 42 . Neumann wrote a book, "Via Albania, a personal account" which describes her family's departure from Germany to Albania then occupied by Italy. Salvation from Nazi persecution of Jews in Albania was conducted by the dedication of Albanians who "treated us like their brothers and sisters" says dr. Anna Cohen 43 . She explained the reason why she is alive: "…because Albanians rescued my parents in Albania…Kosovo issue was our dream, which is realized". 44 In her book, Escape Through the Balkans, Irene Braunbaum pays homage to people of Albania, nostalgically recalls and writes: Farewell Albania,"... one day I will tell the world how brave, fearless, strong and faithful your sons are, how death cannot frighten feebleminded and say ... we thank you".
"Albania was the only European country after the war, which had more Jews than at the beginning of the war," 45 said the former project director of the Holocaust Memorial Museum United States, Michael Berenbaum. The essence of the protection of Jews during the Holocaust stands in the tradition of Albanians to protect the visitor, based on the Albanian code of faith. 46 That no trace of ill-treatment of Jews in Albania occured, shows U.S. Ambassador to Albania in 1934, Herman Bernstein, "because Albania happened to be one of the rare countries in Europe today where religious prejudice and hatred do not exist, though Albanians are divided into three faiths ... Jews throughout Europe were massacred in mass Nazi final solution, a European country which had no population decline, Albania, had a Muslim majority". 47 A Jewish cosmopolitanism presents this behaviour as an expression of rejection of repeated similarities with the Holocaust of the Jewish people in the world? Is this the reaction of a nation which is shaped by the suffering of millions of its members and which did not want anyone else suffering? Is this the then U.S. policy adjustments related to the Balkan region? Is such behaviour as a reflection of the Albanian civilized/altruist behaviour towards the Jews during World War II...? Such questions could be more in number and I will conclude that all these questions/answers complement the final answer. A response to the attitude of the Jewish community in the U.S. and which is not only a reaction to the Albanian question, is Rabbi Marvin Hier, director of the Simon Wiesenthal Centre of Los Angeles, who says that "if Jews remain silent in the face of atrocities committed against other ethnic or religious populations, we will lose all our credibility. Otherwise, people will say Jews only cry when Jewish blood is spilled." 48 Jewish people were accused of displaying their cosmopolitanism at Because of the pro-Western stance of Jews in the Soviet Union after World War II, they were labelled as "un-rooted cosmopolitans" (Rootless Cosmopolitans). As a nation which until recently had its state (and therefore experienced the Holocaust), they were living beyond the borders of cosmopolitan epithet, cannot be reconciled with the fact that the other people, Kosovo Albanians, experience the same fate of being stateless. This is one of the main international supports for intervention to prevent the expulsion of Albanians from their country, Kosovo. This view was expressed by perennial Jewish activist in Washington, Hyman Bookbinder, when he says, "As Jews we dare not swear indifference to mass torture like we've been seeing here."
This altruism motivated in support of a group, is based on the moral principle of justice, it's free enterprise encouraged by others to support the suffering people in Europe, where they had also suffered in the first halfcentury. Not recognition of the state of Kosovo by the State of Israel is a result of combination of geostrategic position and policy of great powers in the Middle East region. Changes will occur when the transformation of the attitude toward Kosovo by the most Arab countries becomes necessity, after they become democratic states, outside of Russian influence. Jewish community will have important impact on the state of Israel policies towards Kosovo in the future.
How altruistic behaviour has the Israeli regimes toward Palestinians is a matter of further research.
Conclusion
U.S. population is a complex structure, of various origins, races and religions that exist in the world. Freedom of action and constitutionally guaranteed entrepreneurship has enabled this country to prosper and emerge as hegemony in the international system in the post-Cold War. In this country, lobbying activity is heterogeneous. On the issue of Kosovo, the U.S. leadership and public opinion was outstanding, as were the Albanian and Jewish pro-Kosovar lobbies. Jewish community features do not identify with either national or trust with Albanian or those of regional affiliation but it was in support of stopping the sufferings caused by the Serbian regime against Albanians in Kosovo. Reasons of such support are heterogeneous. Mainly, it is the psychological impact, which is present in this population from past experiences of the Holocaust, whom they did not want to happen to other people. Close ties between origin country, Israel, and Jewish community with the U.S. strategic orientation was also an additional element of the reasoning behaviour of the community. The third element of explaining standing in defence of Albanians by the Jewis is the emancipation with high culture against irresponsible behaviours by autocratic leaders who seek to achieve their goals or policy of not avoiding expulsion or even genocide against a specific group of population. And last but not least, is the element of knowledge that the community has about the dignified behaviour and protective attitude toward Jews by the Albanians during World War II.
